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COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PLANS

Christine H. Rossell

Abstract

Cost-effectiveness analysis, a variation of benefit-cost
analysis, is a way of determining which of several policy al-
ternatives will maximize a given value or goal. This type of
analysis can be used to evaluate alternative desegregation plans.
The value to be maximized is interracial exposure. Although one
of the central issues in school desegregation court cases is how
much white flight-Will be produced by the various desegregation
plans formulated by the defendants and the plaintiffs, almost no
one attempts to assess its effect on the instrumental goal of
interracial contact. It is possible to calculate the effective-
ness of alternative plans using a formula that measures the
proportion white in the average black (or minority) child's
school after white flight and desegregation reassignments.
The policymaker (typically a judge) then has information by
which he or she can choose the alternative with the greatest
net benefit.



COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL DESEGREGATION PLANS

Introduction

Social science testimony has been used in school desegre-

gation court cases since 1950 when it was introduced into

Sweatt v. Painter, the Texas law school case which overturned

the principle of "separate but equal" in higher education. Most

of the social science testimony introduced into that and later

cases to prove that blacks and white are inherently equal, that

school segregation is harmful, and that school desegregation

would not produce violence, was, however, the learned opinion

of respected academicians rather than the findings of social

science research.
1

One major exception.to this is the researci on the impact

of school desegregation on "white flight." Becinning in the late

1960's and accelerating after 1975 with Coleman, Kelly and Moore's

national statistical analysis of school desegregation and white

flight, scientific research on this subject has become an impor-

tant part of the court testimony during the remedy staae of

hearings. The vast majority of this research has utilized tradi-

tional social science techniques to make predictions reaarding

how much white flight could be expected from the plaintiffs'

desegregation plan, a plan whi?h, is always more extensive than

.the defendant's.

The first and rizost common Social science research method
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used to make predictions has been multiple regression analysis.

Equations derived from national statistical analyses of school

desegregation and white enrollment change (see Coleman et al.,

1975; and Rossell, 1978) are solved for the particular character-

istics of the school district and desegregation plan. This

yields an estimate of the extent of white flight that the plan

is likely to produce, in addition to that caused by the charac-

teristics of the school district (i.e. the "normal" white enroll-

ment loss) . Some researchers have also made such predictions from

school loss rates for students actually reassigned in one school

district (Rossell and Ross, 1979).

Another type'of research has been conducted with demographic

data. (See Armor, 1980.) In a school district about to undergo

court ordered school desegregation, the norral loss rate if

the district does not desegregate is projected from its past

birthrates and outmigration rates. The loss predicted with the

desegregation plan comes from the estimates of such losses in

other school districts. The twg, are then compared to show the

short and long term effect of desegreaation.

Still another type of research introduced into court cases

has consisted of white parental responses to sample surveys con-

ducte,i prior to desegregation (see Armor and Ross, 1979) . Esti-

mates of the extent of white flight are made from the preferentes

and behavioral intentions of INhite parents.

While each type of research has its own particular flaws,

a larrut,,Lion they ail share is that they only ost_irrat.--.: tb ccsts

of deseuregation, and typically only the costs of the plaintiffs'
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plan. Yet, policy analysis which only estimates costs and ignores

benefits is ohviously inadequate analysis.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Traditional benefit-cost analysis requires the following seven

procedures: 1) identifying goals; 2) identifying decisionmakers and

their values or those of society; 3) identifying policy alterna-

tives; 4) determining the costs (program expenses or undesired

effects) of each alternative; 5) determining the benefits of each

alternative; 6) attaching monetary values to these costs and hene-

fits, and "discounting" them if necessary; and 7) choosing the al-

ternative with the greatest net benefit (benefits minus costs)

considering social or decisionmakers' values and distributional

effects.

There are many instances, however, where the costs and bene-

fits of policy alternatives may be difficult, if not impossible,

to value monetarily. First, many program effects are global in

nature, and the willingness of citizens to pay for them is hard

to value because it depends on salience, identifiability, and

imperfect knowledge. Second, there are some losses for which in-

dividuals cannot be compensated, such as the loss of life. Third,

some goals are viewed as constraints. That is to say, they must

be achieved because those who advocate them believe that any

situation in which their desired goal is achieved is better than

any without it. Finally, prcgram effects may be difficult to

value where there is a good deal of uncertainty regarding rele-

vant events,
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In such cases, a policy analyst may produce more useful

or more "accurate" results by adopting a cost-effectiveness

strategy in which at least one dimension of the effect of alter-

native policies is to be valued by decisionmakers. Cost-effective-

ness analysis is a method of evaluating decision alternatives by

1) making all effects commensurable in terms of either money or

one unvalued output unit, and 2) by comparing these dimensions

of impact (Thompson, 1980) . Cost-effectiveness analysis Can be

a tool of formative evaluation -- determining the best way to

achieve a program objective -- or surnmative evaluation -- deter-

mining whether a program is justified.

School Deseareaation As a Constraint

Social scientists have identified four goals that school

desegregation should achieve. These are 1) raising minority

achievement so that the gap between the races is

reduced and eventually eliminated, 2) achieving equal

status interracial contact and friendships; 3) increasing minority

self-esteem and motivation; and 4) increasing minority 1.ife

chances. The courts, however, do not see these goals as being

within their purview. It is up to school administrators to

make school desegregation something other than the remedying of

unconstitutional school segregation. For the courts, then,

school desegregation is the goal, rather than the means of

achieving other goals as social scientists view it. Indeed it

is of no concern to the courts that a traditional benefit-co7t_

analysis might. indicate that the four goals outlined ahev
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would be more efficiently achieved by other policies.

Given that school desegregation is a constraint, the results

of traditional benefit-cost analysis would be of no use to the

courts. Therefore, a policy analyst advising this decisionmaker

would be more helpful if he or she analyzed alternative plans to

determine which achieves the greatest degree of school desegregal-

tion rather than conducting a benefit-cost analysis in which school

desegregation is only one of the alternatives. In order to do a

cost-effectiveness analysis, however, there must be a consensus

as to what school desegregation is.

Definina School Desearecation

The courts have proceeded incrementally in deciding what

school desegreaation is. In 1954 it was defined as the rescinding

of segregation laws. Several court decisions after Brown v. Board

of Education (1954) held, moreover, that the remedy for govern-

mentally imposed segregation need not be governmentally imposed

desegregation. Decisionmakers only had an obligation to discon-

tinue their affirmative segregation, not to adopt another affirm-

ative policy.

By contrast, in 1964 the Office of Civil Rights in HEW

issued affirmative school desegregation guidelines for complying

with the 1964 Civil Rights Act. These guidelines suggested specific

yearly change in the proportion black attending white schools.

HEW's measure of remaining segregation was the oroportion of black

students in schools groate than 90 percent black.
2

In 1968, perhaps as a rPs.ilt or HEW's school desearegation

3
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guidelines, the Supreme Court made an abrupt departure from their

prior definition of segregation. In Green v. New Kent County, the

Court ruled it was insufficient to discontinue enforcing segrega-

tion. School desegregation was now defined as whatever was nece-

ssary to produce schools which were not one-race. If a school

district continued to have a substantial number of one-race schools,

it had not desegregated its schools regardless of whether the laws

had been changed, Emphasis was now on policy output, however

crudely measured, rather than on inputs.

In 1971, the Supreme Court elaborated further on their 1968

precedent by stating in Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenbura that school

desegregation was racially balanced schools, and that this could

be achieved by busing if necessary. Racially balanced schools

were schools whose racial composition approximated the racial

composition of the entire school district. Her.:e, if a school

district was 50 percent white and 50 percent b:ack, the schools

in that district should be roughly 50 percent white and 50 percent

black. Marginal deviations from this would be allowed for peda-

gogical or logistical reasons.

Social scientists have responded to these decisions by de-

vising numerous measures of racial balance that would allow

policyrakers to assess the need for and the effect of a school

desegreaation plan. The dilemma for the policymaker seeking

guidance, however, is that whereas the white flight analyses

assess only the costs of school deseareaation, the racial

balanc:: r:.easures almost ceTp1,1!ttly ignore tbm. Racial 1.alancc

indices do not distinguish between 1) a desegregation plan in
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which 99 percent of the whites have fled, but the remaining one

percent are evenly distributed among schools (producing an index

of 0), and 2) one in which none of the whites have fled and all

are evenly distributed among schools (producing an index of 0).
3

The former situation has the same racial balance as the latter,

but much less interracial exposure. Since virtually no one trying

to achieve school desegregation would prefer the former to the

latter, and courts have behaved as if they prefer the former to

the latter, it seems reasonable to conclude that school desegrega-

tion is interracial exposure rather than simply racial balance.

Interracial exposure is, of course, a function of racial

balance. If whites and blacks are evenly distributed among schools,

there will be more interracial exposure than if each race goes to

separate schools. Interracial exposure is also, however, a

function of the proportion of whites and blacks in the school

system -- the level of interracial exposure can be no higher than

the proportion white in the school system -- and this is influenced

by "white flight."

Calculating th,D Cost-Effectiveness of Desegregation Plans

Cost-effectiveness analysis usually involves calculating

the ratio of the monetary cost to the unvalued benefit for

variois alternatives. This yields the per unit cost of each

alternative. It can be used to decide which to choose or

whether to do anything at all (depending on whether people are

willing to pay the per unit cost of the cheapest program.)
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Conducting such an analysis for school desegregation is of limited

value since the courts are unwilling to consider monetary costs,

and if school desegregation is really racial balance, would be

unwilling to take into account "white flight" costs.

Since policymakes act to maximize interracial exposure, a

single measure of the extent of interracial exposure would be of

use to them. The measure is calculated as follows:

Sbw = flkbPkw

E akb

where nkb is the number of blacks in a particular school and Pkw

A
is the proportion of whites in the same school.' This is summed

for all schools and divided by the number of blacks in the school

system to produce the proportion white in the average black child's

school. The proportion white in the average black child's school

goes up with racial balancing reassignments, but aoes down with

white flight thus yieldina the interracial,exposure net benefi

of alternative desegregation plans for the same school district.

In order to evaluate desegregation plans with this measure,

two pieces of information are needed: the racial composition of

every school after projected reassignments and after white

flight. The former information comes from the designers of each

plan; tL latter from social science research.

Cost-effectiveness analvsis of desegregation plans was first

used in spring 1979 in Carlin v. San Dirao Uniird School Dic;trictl

to detr-mino ,-hether f-o revise +-he voluntary school dsecrecat'fln

plan ppproved ty the San Diego Superior Court and impier.ented in
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Fall 1977. I used multiple regression equations derived from

my 113 school district study covering the time period Fall 1963

to Fall 1975 (Rossell, 1978) to predict how much white flight

would result in Fall 1979 (the third year ofthe plan) from 1)

no further desegregation, 2) the San Diego UniNed School District's

proposed extension of their voluntary plan which was to result in

2.37 percent of the black students and .51 percent of the white

students volunteerinq for integrated schools and a 2.60 percentage

point reduction in racial imbalance a:(Ls measured by the index

of dissimilarity;
5 3)- the desevegation-plan I proposed for the

ACLU which was to result in 25 percent of the black students and

10 percent of the white students rralidatorily reassigned and a

30 percentag point reduction in racial imbalance.

The equation is in Appendix 1 and its results in Table 1.

It indicates that no further desegregation would produce a white

loss rate of 4.8 percent and a white enrollment of 67,705 in Fall

1979, the school district's plan would produce a loss rate of 6.0

percent for a Fall 1979 white enrollment of 66,852, 1"hile the

ACLU's plan would produce a loss rate of 8.4 percent and a white

enrollment of 65,145. If the costs of school desegregation were

the only consideration, then no desegregation at all would be the

preferred choice.

[ Table 1 about here ]

One type of cost-effectiveness measure can he cal-

culated as the ratio of the marginal decline in white enrolln..c

to the marginal &1,cline in racial imbalance. The results
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analysis, shown in Table 2, indicate that the school district's

plan has a cost-effectiveness ratio of .44, almost four times

as costly'as the ACLU's plan which has a ratio of .12. If racial

balance were the goal of school desegregation and minimizing costs

were an important consideration, the rational decisionmaker

would choose the ACLU's plan over that of the district. Whether

this is more rational than doing nothing, which has no costs

but also no benefits, is a function of whether society or the

decisionmaker is willing to pay the "price" of the most cost-

effective plan.

[ Table 2 about here ]

As indicated above, however, the courts have claimed they

are not able to take costs into account in this manner, but

instead act to maximize interracial cdhtact. Accordingly,

equations derived from the same research were then used to esti-

mate the long term interracial exposure of each plan five Years

after their proposed implementation (Fall 1983).

The equation is in Appendix 1 and its results in Table 3. These

data indicate that if the San Diego School District had not im-

plemented its court approved voluntary magnet school plan in

Fall 1977, it would have a predicted Sbw of .252, or 25.2

percent white in the average black child's school. Alternative

3, the school district's proposed extension'is predicted to

produce an Sbw of 27.1 percent white in the average black child's

school, only slightly better than if the school district did

nothing further. Alternative 4, the ACLU's plan is predicted
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to produce 36 percent white in the average black child's school

in 1983. If the decisionmaker's goal is to maximize interracial

exposure, and he or she trusts the equations, then alternative

4 is the rational choice.

[ Table 3 about here ]

Sensitivity Analysis

The equations used to calculate the amount of white flight

and interracial exposure for different desegregation plans, as

indicated above, are based on the impact of desegregation plans

implemented from 1963 to 1975, although those with mandatory

white reassignments generally occurred between 1970 and 1975.

By 1981, these equations would then be based on empirical obser-

vations anywhere from five to 15 years old. Given the volatility

of white locational and school choices, and the curvilinear

nature of the white birthrate which peaked in 1)68, these

equations become increasingly less externally valid over time.

Fortunately)it is not necessary to use these equations to

make predictions. An alternative is to systematically vary the

white flight parameters to observe their effect on the value of

desegregation plans. I did this kind of senSitivity analysis

in U.S. v. Texas Education Agenc7r (Port Arthur Independent School

Distiict)(1980) by estimating the effect on interracial exposure

'of no, minimum, mean, and maximum white flight observed in other

school districts with desegregation reassignments similar to those

proposed in each plan.

The results of this analysis are sho'wn in Table 4. Columns
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1 and 2 indicate the level of racial imbalance (Db) and interracial

exposure (Sbw) of black and white students in Fall 1980, the year

before the proposed desegregation. Column 3 has the level of

racial imbalance under the proposed Port Arthur Independent

School District (PAISD) plan assuming they meet their projections

and experience no desegregation related white flight. Since 100 is

perfect racial imbalance, the projected 63.7 figure for. the PAISD

plan will leave the school system relatively imbalanced. Column

4 contains the level of interracial exposure , 19.9 percent

white in the average black child's school, that would be achieved

under the PAISD plan assuming they meet their projections and have

no white flight. This can be compared to the maximum level of

interracial exposure that could be obtained for Fall 1981 --

33 percent white projected from the predesegrecation trend.

Therefore, even assuming their desearegation p ojections are

realistic, their plan only reduces racial imbalance by two per-

centage points and increases interracial contact by two percentaae

points.

[ Table 4 about here ]

Observation of other court approved voluntary desegregation

plans indicates, however, that they experience white flight in

anticipation of a future mandatory plan, since the court usually

threatens such a plan if the school district does not achieve

sufficient desegreuation by voluntary means. Hence, columns 5 and

6 contain Lwo ost_Irnates of the Imount of interracial ccntant that
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would be likely if the school district experienced the minimum

amount of white flight (an additional school district loss of

2.5 percentage points) and the maximum amount of white flight (an

additional 6 percentage points). 6 /This reduces the level of

interracial exposure slightly to 19.4 percent white in the

average black child's school with maximum white flight.

These projections can then be compared to the Justice Depart-

ment's (U.S.) plan under four assumptions: no white flight, minimal,

mean, and maximum white flight. The plan, assuming no white fliaht

(the original projections made by the plan's designer) ,would

produce a level of interracial imbalance of 15.6, shown in column

7, which is reasonably close to perfect racial balance (0) given

that most courts allow slight deviations for pedagogical and

logistical reasons. The level of interracial exposure, shown

in column 8, is 31.9 percent white in the averge black child's

school, almost twice that of the PAISD plan and close to the

ceiling of 33 percent white in the school dist:ict.

The assumption of minimal white flight, shown in column 9,

is defined as the withdrawal of one percent of the white.students

not reassigned out of their neighborhood school and 15 percent of

those reassigned to black schools. After this loss is calculated

for the affected schools, the extent of interracial exposure is

30.5 percent white'in the average black child's school. Mean white

flight, shown in column 10, is defined as the withdrawal of two

percent of the white students not reassigned out of their neich-

borhoocl school and 33 percent o - those reassigned to black schools.
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This produces an interracial exposure of 28.7 percent white in

the average black child's school. Maximum white flight, shown

in column 11, is defined as the withdrawal of 5 percent of the

white students not reassigned out of their neighborhood schools

and 50 percent Of those reassigned to black schools. This pro-

duces an interracial exposure of 26.5 percent white in the

average black child's school.

This sensitivity analysis indicates that the U.S. plan with

maximum white flight produces a level of interracial exposure

11/2 times greater than the PAISD plan with no white flight.

Moreover, the experience of other central city school districts

over 35 percent black indicates that the initial advantaae

enjoyed by the U.S. plan will continue for at least ten years.

Assuming that a policymaker has the goal of maximizing interracial

exposure and believes the estimates of minimum, mean, and maximum,

and that the advantaae of the U.S. plan will continue for at

least a decade, this analysis gives the policymaker informatibn

by which to make a "rational" decision.

Summary

The central issue during the remedy stage of school deseare-

gation court cases since 1975 has been the issue of white fliaht.

The analyses presented by social scientists of the effect of school

desegregation on white enrollment have been of limited use to

policrrakers because they predict only the costs of desegregation

plans. In order to make a rational decision regarding which 1)1E1,1

is test able to achieve school desegregation, policymakers nced
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information on the benefits of the plan. Traditional benefit-cost

analysis, however, is of little use since the courts opelrate

under the constraint of having to remedy unconstitution/al seare-

gation. In this situation, cost-effectiveness analysis can be

us'ed to determine which propoSed plan maximizes school desegrega-

tion. If school desegregation is defined as interracial exposure,

rather than simply racial balance. an index can estimate the level

of interracial exposure expected for each plan after estimates of

white flioht have been made. A policymaker then has information

by which to choose one desegreaation plan over another.
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Table 1

EstimAtes of San Diego's 1979 (T+2)
White Loss Rate wi:h Various Desegregation Plans

CHANdE 1979 TOTAL

Loss
Rata

White
Loss

White'
Enroll. ',Thita

Predicted with no further desegregationb -.048 -3414 67705 61.3

Predicted with same desegregationc
expansion as last year (SDI:SD) -.060 -4267 66852 60.5

1

Predicted with extensive desegregation
d -.684 -5974 65145 57.7

(ACLU)

a1978 white enrollment of 71,119 is the baseline.

bincludesa'11 desegregation through 1978-79; aL1 1979 Db is .495.

c2.377.: blacks reassigned; 51 percent whites reassigned; -.026 reduction in

racial inhalance (Db); Fall 1979 Db is .469.

(12.5/1 blacks reassigned; LO: whites reassigned; -,300 reduction in racial
imbalance (DID); Fall 1979 Db is .195.

Source: fieclaratLon of Chrisnine H. Rosseil, Carlin San Di..10

Unified School Di3:rict, 1979, p. 19.
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Table 2
a

Cost-Effectiveness Ratios of Desearegation
Plans. Proposed for the San Diego Unified School District

CE, No Further CE, School District
Deseareaation Plan CE, ACLU Plan

=0 = 0 -.012 -.036 .12= .44
0 -.027 -.300

aThe cost-effectiveness ratio consists of the marainal loss
rate due to deseareaation in the numerator and the marginal
decline in racial imbalance in the denominator.



Table 3

Estimates of San Diego's Interracial

Exposure La 1982, 1983 with Various Desegregation Plans

1 8

NET BENEF:T

Sbw

1982, 1983

With Pre 1977 Desegregation Daly

.252

With. All Desegregation to Date (1978,79)

.27C

With.All Desegregation to Date Plus Same 1.xpartsion aFall 1979

(51DL.SD)

.27:

W,4.1 Desegregation to Date Plus Extensive Desegregation bYall 1979 .36t

a
2.37 Z.blacks reassigned; .51Z whites reassigned; -.026 reduction La racial

imhalance (Db); Db 1979 Ls .469.

b25Z blacks reassigned; 10:: whites reassigned;
-.300 reduction La racIal

imbalance
(Db); Db 1979 is .195.

Source: Declarar:ion of Christina H. Rossell, Carlin y. San Dico
Unified School Distric-:, 179, p. 25.



Table 4

A Comparison of the Net Benefit of the Port Arthur School Desegregation
Plan and the United States Plan

PAISD Plan (1-12) U.S. Desegregatioh Plan (1-12)
No White W/ White No White
Flight Flight Flight With White Flight

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11

1080 Min. Max. Minimum Meiin Maximum
Db Sbw Ph Shw Shw SIJw. Dh Sbw Shw Shw Shw

q 17.9 63.7 19.9 19.7 10.4 15.6 31.9 30.5 28.7 26.5

Source: Government Exhibit 67, U.S v. Texas Education Agency (Port Arthur Independent
School District), et al., 1980.

2,,
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Appendix 1

Second Post Iro1e=entat4on 7ear (T+)) Clrla-,e 7cu-It4on

raEA a, -.0897 -.155*(Prop. 31. 2-1) -.480(Une-p. 2-1) -.017(Cri=a)

(.049) (.310) (.083)
-.011(So. City) +.066N(S.D./SHS4 Seg. Ratio) +.010 (Loglo Prop. 31.
(.021) (.026) (.009)
Reass. 2+0) +.005 (Loglo Prop. 31. Reass. 2+0) +.009 (Loglo Prop. Wh.

(.011) (.011)

Reass. 2+0 x > .35 Prop. 81.) -.014 (Loglo Prop. Wh. Reass. 2+1) +.009
(.020) (.013)

(Log10 Prop. 31. Reass. 2+1) -.023 (Loglo Prop. Wh. Reass. 2+2)
(.024

+.004 (Loglo Prop. 31. Reass. 2+2) -.010 (L:g,0 'Prop. Wh. Reass. :+1 x > .35 ?zoo.
(.013) (.008)

Black Ti-1)

r
2

a. .53

Standard error La prediction = ± .041

INTERRACL-t1 =Dos= ECUA7:3:7: City School Distrizts only (N=72)

Sbler+3 = .124 +.802(Prop.White) +.031(Cri=e) +.312(Aver. Une=p.)
2+4 (.116) (.185) (.979)

+.037(So.C1ty) -.047(Log10 City Pop.) -.036 (Logn Past Deseg.Reass.)
(.086) (.047) (.070)

-.076*(Log10 Prop.Wh.Reass.T+0,7+1) +.031-(Logl0 Prop.31.
(.036) (.022)

Reass. 2+0, 2+1) -.381*(S.D./SMSA Seg. Ratio)

(.130)

r2 2. .87

standard error La prediction t.093

SIvni_ficaat ac .05 or better.
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NOTES

1Social science research should ideally have the same charac-
teristics as other types of scientific research. These include
1) a control and experimental group, or variation across cases
in cause and effect variables, 2) cases chosen for analysis on
the basis of sampling theory, and 3) the rejection or acceptance
of hypotheses according to statistical criteria.

2This is a crude criterion because it is dichotomous. The dif-
ference between an 89 percent black school and a 90 percent
black school according to this criterion is that the black
students in the former are in a "deseareaated" school while those
in the latter are in a "segregated" school.

3The most commonly used index of raical imbalance is the index
/

of dissimilarity. The formula is

D= ;i2 EiWi Nil

IW N I

where W is the number ofH7p-hites and N is the number of Nearces.
This can be used to measure the segreaation of any two droups
from each other by substitutina them for W and N. This measure
represents the procortion (or percentaae if multiplied by 100)
of black students whc would have to be reassigned to white schools,
if no whites are reassianed, in order to have the same proporticn
in each schoolls in the whole school district. It is also the
sum of 1) the Proportion of black students who need to be reassigned
to white schools and 2) the proportion of white students who need
to be reassigned to black schools, in order to have the sae
proportion in each school as in the whole school district.(7he
specific proportions adding up to the index are a function of
racial proportions and prio.ç segregation and cannot be arbitrarily
determined as some researchers have mistakenly believed.) The
index ranges from G-tperfect racial balance that is, no black
students need to be reassianed) and 100 (perfect racial imbalance
-- that is, 100 percent of the black students need to be reassianed,
if no whites are, reassigned, in order to have racial balance.

4This can be, used to measure the exposure of any two groups to

anoaher by substituting them for blacks and whites'in the equation.
The proportion of any racial group in the average Other-group
child's school can be no higher than the proportion of that croup
in the school district. For example, the proportion white in the
average black child's school"cr.n be no higher than the proportion
white in the school system.

,
5See footnote 3 for the formula and explanation. If studert reas-
signmenzs are expressed in percentages, the index should also 1;c.,
ex14.esso4 in percentageS. If reassignments are completely



0.
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"rational" the percentage of black students reassigned and th-
percentage of white students reassigned should equal tho reHq-
tion in racial imbalance. Here 2.37 1- .51 = 2.39, not the 2
reduction in racial imbalance. This occurs borausr the croJec
reassignments are not perfect racial balance reassignments.

6This analySis was conducted by subtracting a constant number
whites from each school's projected enrollment so the total
rate was an additional 2.5 percent in the one situation and t5
percent in the other. The Sbw was then calculated.
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